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Report Context

• Between January and August 2021, our team of Harvard Business School students conducted a deep dive into Boston’s 

healthy food access ecosystem, seeking to understand the barriers that income-constrained households face when 

accessing fresh produce and explore potential solutions

• After speaking with ~20 local organizations working to improve food access, getting advice from national organizations 

focused on food policy and grocery distribution, and incorporating perspectives from community members shopping for 

affordable produce, this report summarizes our assessment of both the successes of Boston’s food access efforts thus far 

and the remaining gaps to fill

• The report is comprised of three main sections:

– Context on the state of nutrition security in Boston (slides 3-10)

– Our assessment of existing produce distribution models in income constrained communities (slides 11-30)

– Our proposal for a new model that could improve affordable produce access while remaining financially sustainable (slides 31-41)

• We know that no initiative will be enough to solve nutrition insecurity in Boston alone, but we hope that this research will help 

spark a conversation around how we can work together to create a more equitable, community-driven, and financially 

sustainable food system
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Nutrition Security in Boston
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The state of food insecurity in Boston is well documented; in the wake of 

COVID-19, moving towards sustainable solutions is more critical than ever

“Perhaps the biggest takeaway from this report is that we did not 

learn anything new about Boston residents’ persistent struggles 

facing food insecurity and hunger, but COVID-19 has certainly 

exacerbated this crisis. Food insecurity and barriers to consistent 

access to safe, affordable, and nutritious food are not new to Boston, 

particularly to its communities of color. Indeed, the solutions look 

very much the same for 2020 and beyond as they did in 2019, with 

the need to implement them perhaps more intense than ever in 

our city’s history.”
Equitable Boston Food Ecosystem Project

“18% is the estimated food insecurity rate for the City of Boston, as 

of 2016. However, neighborhood differences range from 27.1% to 

8.7%.”
Boston Mayor’s Office of Food Access

“Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, food insecurity in Massachusetts 

increased 55% from 2019 to 2020. At the time of our survey, 30% or 

1.6 million adults were experiencing food insecurity.”
Greater Boston Food Bank

Source: Literature review

“Among Boston residents who participated in the BBRFSS, Black 

respondents were nearly four times more likely than White 

respondents to say that they were “hungry but didn’t eat because 

[they] couldn’t afford enough food.” Hispanic respondents were 4.5 

times more likely than White respondents to say that they were 

“hungry but didn’t eat because [they] couldn’t afford enough food.”
Boston Mayor’s Office of Food Access
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Alongside these persistent issues of hunger and food insecurity, this report 

looks into nutrition security specifically, focusing on fresh produce access

Hunger
White House Conference on 

Food, Nutrition, and Health

“Insufficient caloric intake.”

Food Insecurity
World Food Summit

“The state of being without 

reliable access to a 

sufficient quantity of 

affordable, nutritious food.”

Nutrition Security
Emerging Component

“Having consistent access, 

availability, and affordability of 

foods and beverages that 

promote well-being and 

prevent (and if needed, treat) 

disease.”

Note: It is important to note that none of these components have replaced the others over time - hunger and food insecurity are still very serious problems that must be addressed, even as nutrition emerges as an additional focus

Source: Prioritizing Nutrition Security in the US (2021 Op-Ed by Dariush Mozaffarian, Sheila Fleischhacker, and José R. Andrés)

Components of Food Inequity Defined Over Time

1969 1996 2021

Our focus
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To offer some context, long-term health outcomes are strongly correlated 

with diet in Boston, with inequities generally split along income lines

Note: *Low median household income in Allston/Brighton and Fenway is likely due to the large proportion of young adults age 18-34 living there (80% in Allston, 55% in Brighton, and 79% in Fenway vs. 39% across Boston based on latest BPDA data); 

Averages of multiple zip codes within neighborhoods taken for median income

Source: Boston Behavioral Risk Factor Survey (2013, 2015); Boston Public Health Commission; City of Boston Analytics Team

Median 

Household 

Income
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These nutrition inequities affect not only those below the poverty line, but 

all income constrained households that have to cut back on food budgets

Boston Living Budget vs. Annual Income for One Parent-One Child* Household (2020)

Note: *Assumes child is 4-years old or less and needs full-time child care while parent is working; **Other category includes costs for broadband, phone, clothing, and “civic engagement” (cost of engaging in basic activities that enrich the lives of Americans); 

Minimum wage assumes a 40-hour work week for 52 weeks per year; Transport budget assumes car ownership; Food budget based on USDA’s low-cost food plan, adjusted for regional prices

Source: MIT Living Wage Calculator; USA Wage (leveraging BLS data); United for ALICE

Federal Poverty Level

However, even workers 

who are making a typical 

salary fall far below 

covering the cost of living 

in Boston.

This population above the 

FPL but below a reasonable 

survival budget is defined as 

ALICE (Asset Limited, 

Income Constrained, 

Employed).

As housing and other essential costs cannot 

be scaled back, healthy food is often the 

first thing to go for ALICE families.

According to United for ALICE, “When 

ALICE and poverty-level households do not 

have enough money for food, they often 

have no alternative but to buy less food 

or less healthy food.”

The Federal Poverty Level 

(FPL) is often used to 

represent those who 

struggle to make ends meet.
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The situation is especially pronounced in Boston, with 51% of households 

below the ALICE threshold and meal costs 38% higher than US average

18%

33%

49%

Percentage of Households
Suffolk County (Boston)

11%

31%58%

Percentage of Households
Massachusetts

13%

29%58%

Percentage of Households
United States

ABOVE 

ALICE
ABOVE 

ALICE

BELOW 

FPL
BELOW 

FPL

BELOW 

FPL

ALICE

ALICE

ALICE

Note: FPL = Federal Poverty Line. This data is from 2018. More families are struggling due to economic effects of COVID-19 which means this is an optimistic current state. Still, Suffolk County is significantly struggling to meet their basic needs compared

to Massachusetts and the US as a whole. Total households below ALICE threshold in Suffolk County in 2018: 161,000.

Source: UnitedForALICE.org; Feeding America

$3.13 $3.69 $4.32

ABOVE 

ALICE

Average Meal Cost
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“I’m always working 

8-4 and Fair Foods 

is only open 3-5 

in different 

locations each 

week… There’s no 

way I can get 

produce there 

outside of 

Sunday… the food 

typically lasts 2-3 

days.”
Boston shopper

Open hours of 

affordable 

locations

Many of these households aspire to cook more fresh produce at home, 

but face several barriers on top of prices when attempting to do so

Relative price of 

nutritious foods

in stores

Lack of affordable 

locations within 

easy commute

Freshness of 

affordable foods 

available

Time available 

to cook at home

“The prices are 

good, but 

sometimes you 

can’t find fresh 

fruits and 

vegetables… 

today, there was a 

crate of brown 

oranges… 

sometimes I leave 

empty-handed

and have to go to 

another store.”
Boston shopper

“I’m busy. I work a 

full-time job. We 

have two kids… 

literally there are 

days when I don’t 

have time to chop 

up something and 

cook something 

from scratch.”
Boston shopper

Source: Community member interviews; Community organization interviews; Daily Table newsletter

“[My store] is a 

good 5 mile walk 

from us so I often 

have to cab it 

back… I just use 

all my SNAP 

during one trip at 

the start of the 

month since its 

hard to find 

transportation.”
Boston shopper

“Resources are 

limited in our 

neighborhood. 

There is only a 

certain amount 

[of veggies] that 

you can buy 

because the price

is so high… 

Some people drive 

20 minutes to save 

25 cents.”
Boston shopper

Prior healthy 

cooking 

experience

“I was never a 

cook but I 

learned… my 

sugar problem was 

skyrocketing and I 

had to do 

something… it 

wasn’t easy 

trying to get

healthier because 

I was never a 

person that was 

into vegetables.”
Boston shopper
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As shown in recent food desert research, moving the needle on nutrition 

security will rely on solutions that address multiple barriers simultaneously

In Nov. 2018, a group of economists found that 

improving proximity alone has little impact on nutrition

In comparison, initiatives that help overcome multiple 

barriers, like MA’s Healthy Incentives Program, have 

been shown to have a meaningful impact

• Looking at 6,721 new supermarket openings from 2004-2016, the study finds 

that there is no statistically significant increase in grocery store 

expenditure after store introduction in former food deserts

• Additionally, the study concludes that local access to supermarkets only 

explains ~1.5% of the difference in healthy food consumption between 

high- and low-income households

• This is likely due to the fact that households living in food deserts already 

commute long distances to buy 85% of their groceries from supermarkets

• As a result, we can infer that solving for proximity alone will not have a 

significant impact on health equity unless coupled with solutions to 

other barriers (e.g., increasing purchasing power, nutrition education)

Note: *Healthy consumption is measured with a Health Index that adds points the consumption of “healthy” food components (fruits, vegetables, whole grains, dairy, and proteins) and subtracts points for the consumption of “unhealthy” food components 

(refined grains, sodium, saturated fats, and added sugars); **Under the program design, clients would earn $1 in HIP when they spend $1 of SNAP on fruits and vegetables (up to $40, $60, and $80 depending on household size)

Source: The Quarterly Journal of Economics; JSI Research & Training Institute

• Between April 2017 and June 2018, Massachusetts on-boarded 343 retailers 

for the HIP, a dollar-for-dollar matching program** that encourages SNAP 

produce purchases at farmers markets/stands, mobile markets, and CSAs

• Nearly $4.7M in incentives were earned by SNAP clients after 15 

months, greatly exceeding its projected $1.25M over 3 years

• Additionally, compared to supermarkets alone, HIP retailers added open 

hours within a 4-mile radius for 87% of SNAP households 

• 90% of surveyed SNAP clients participating in the HIP CSA pilot said 

that it increased the amount of produce their families ate; a large majority 

also said that the pilot increased their ability to meet food, transport, housing, 

and medical needs
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Assessment of Current Solutions
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Food Production Processing End Distribution Shopper Support

For years, a wide set of local and national initiatives have been working to 

overcome these barriers across Boston’s food supply chain 

Urban Farms Meal Production

Packaging & Distribution

Small-Scale Retail

Mobile Markets / Pop-Ups

Home Delivery

Nutrition Education

Ecosystem Navigation

Note: Ecosystem map is illustrative and does not represent an exhaustive view of the nutrition security initiatives present in Boston or the full scale of functions that the programs listed carry out

Source: Literature search; Community organization interviews

Note: program 

ended in 2013

Full-Scale Grocery

Online
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Food Production Processing End Distribution Shopper Support

In our assessment of current solutions, we focused on the four models for 

end distribution, given their influence on price, proximity, and availability 

Urban Farms Meal Production

Packaging & Distribution

Nutrition Education

Ecosystem Navigation

Note: Ecosystem map is illustrative and does not represent an exhaustive view of the nutrition security initiatives present in Boston or the full scale of functions that the programs listed carry out

Source: Literature search; Community organization interviews

Our focus

Small-Scale Retail

Mobile Markets / Pop-Ups

Home Delivery

Note: program 

ended in 2013

Full-Scale Grocery

Online
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End Distribution Model Boston Example

Addresses Barrier to Nutrition Security Ease of Reaching 

Financial SustainabilityPrice Proximity Availability

Full-Scale Grocery

Small-Scale Retail

Mobile Markets / 

Pop-Ups 

Home Delivery

For our assessment, we looked at each end distribution model, assessing 

its ability to address core access barriers and financial sustainability  

Note: Ease of reaching financial sustainability based on whether we have identified examples that are able to operate without charitable donations

Source: Internal analysis; Community organization interviews

Online

Assessment findings summarized in the following slides
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Due to razor thin operating margins, it is a challenge for full-scale grocery 

stores to provide affordable prices sustainably

Note: *We used Dorchester as a proxy for low-access neighborhoods, given its high rates of SNAP enrollment (30.7% vs. city average of 19.1%) and longer average distance to a grocery store (0.58 miles vs. city average of 0.48 miles); **America’s Food 

Basket, Price Right, and Target surveyed for chain grocery, and Brother’s Supermarket and Foodland Supermarket surveyed for local grocery; Retail prices recorded on 7/2/2021; Wholesale prices based on average of Boston terminal prices recorded on 

6/26/2021 and 7/3/2021; Average weights of produce items from online sources or store visits used to convert unit prices to weight prices when necessary

Source: FMI; Progressive Grocer; Boston Mayor’s Office of Food Access; USDA Terminal Prices for Boston; Retail store visits; USDA food weights; Farmhouse Guide food weights; USDA 2011-2012 shrink rates; Industry expert interviews

Grocery stores requires high 

gross margins to cover operations

31%
Average 2019 food 

retailer gross margin 

(produce gross margin is 

33%)

1.1%

Average 2019 profit 

margin among 52 

grocery chains who 

represent 40% of food 

retail employment

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T F U L L - S C A L E  G R O C E R Y

Which explains the large markups 

on produce we found in Boston*
Several factors underlie the need 

for high baseline prices

63%
Average chain grocery** 

markup on produce, 

compared to wholesale 

prices across 12 items

115%
Average local grocery** 

markup on produce, 

compared to wholesale 

prices across 12 items

• Store labor is often the largest operating cost 

category, with employees needed for front end 

check-out, shelf restocking, culling of blemished 

products, etc.

– These costs typically scale with the variety of a store’s 

assortment, given the complexity of merchandising 

more product types

• Shrinkage is often another large cost category, 

with historical industry shrink rates of >10% in 

fruits and vegetables (in terms of weight)

– Drivers include inefficient ordering and production 

processes, damaged goods, expiration standards, 

poor rotation of goods, and theft

• After accounting for the costs of product 

promotions, prepared food production, real 

estate, etc., grocery stores rely on their gross 

margins to provide a necessary buffer
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Daily Table provides a useful case study of the successes and financial 

challenges faced by grocery stores committed to nutrition security

However, in the absence of donations, it is still unclear 

whether a low-price grocery model is sustainable

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T F U L L - S C A L E  G R O C E R Y

Note: Retail prices recorded on 7/2/2021; Daily Table’s cost of retail sales includes COGS, kitchen labor costs, and logistics labor costs; Daily Table’s operating expenses include occupancy costs, store retail payroll, marketing costs, fundraising costs, and 

management expenses; Daily Table revenue excludes grants and contributions, in-kind contributions, and capital grants 

Source: FMI; Progressive Grocer; Daily Table financials; “Daily Table” HBS Case (Nov. 2020); Daily Table 2020 Annual Report; Retail store visits

Daily Table has pioneered an admirable model for 

equitable grocery stores in Boston

• Since 2012, Daily Table has been an innovative leader in Boston’s fight 

against hunger and obesity

• Through strategic sourcing, surplus food rescue, and charitable contributions, 

Daily Table’s three Boston stores are able to offer groceries and prepared 

meals at a meaningful discount

• Based on a recent site visit in Dorchester, Daily Table had an average 

produce price ~17% lower than nearby chain grocery stores and ~40% 

lower than nearby local grocers across 11 items

– For reference, this roughly aligns with Daily Table’s 2020 comparison with 3 other nearby 

grocers, which found that their prices are 30.2% lower on a basket of 80+ goods

• In 2020 alone, the organization served over 60K community members, 

rescued over 1.6M pounds of healthy food, prepared 250 meals each day, 

and earned over $3M in sales revenue
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Given the difficulties with financing grocery stores in low-income areas, 

several cities have started expanding produce availability at corner stores

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T S M A L L - S C A L E  R E T A I L

Across Boston neighborhoods, corner stores vastly outnumber 

medium-to-large scale grocery stores (~480 vs. ~60)

Other cities and states have leveraged these 

networks to improve produce proximity

Note: Categorized grocery vs. corner stores by sourcing all companies under SIC code 5411 (food stores) and searching for major grocery chains in Boston; Triangulated grocery addresses with a 2014 list of Boston stores with 7K+ square footage

Source: Dun & Bradstreet U.S. DMI Archive; Boston Redevelopment Authority; Community organization interviews; Company websites

Location

Active 

Stores

Program 

Coordinator

Year 

Started

Pennsylvania 600+ The Food Trust 2004

New Jersey 150+ The Food Trust 2014

Washington, D.C. 67 D.C. Central Kitchen 2011

Lawrence, MA 28
Groundwork 

Lawrence
2018

San Jose, CA 15+ The Food Trust 2015

New Orleans, LA 15+ Propeller 2017
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Produce Product

% of Corner Stores 

Carrying Product Average Chain Grocery Price Average Corner Store Price

Apple (lbs) 18.2% $1.35 $2.28 

Avocado 27.3% $0.85 $2.00

Banana (lbs) 63.6% $0.49 $1.20

Broccoli Bunch 9.1% $1.52 $1.99

Carrot (lbs) 9.1% $0.72 $2.08

Green Bell Pepper (lbs) 27.3% $1.90 $3.16

Lettuce Head 27.3% $1.46 $2.49

Mango 45.5% $0.92 $2.25

Orange 45.5% $0.76 $0.72

Potato (lbs) 18.2% $1.03 $0.99

Tomato (lbs) 27.3% $1.98 $1.85

Yellow Onion (lbs) 45.5% $1.08 $1.45

Currently, not many corner stores in Boston carry a variety of produce, 

and prices tend to be much higher than grocery stores when they do

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T S M A L L - S C A L E  R E T A I L

Note: Prices are taken from 11 corner stores and 3 grocery stores (America’s Food Basket, Price Right, and Target) in Dorchester, surveyed for on 7/2/2021

Source: Retail store visits; USDA food weights; Farmhouse Guide food weights
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This lack of produce and high prices is driven by corner stores’ challenges 

with merchandising and inability to access bulk purchase pricing

Source: Interviews with healthy corner store network coordinators and store owners

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T S M A L L - S C A L E  R E T A I L

Produce 

merchandising 

challenges

Bulk 

purchasing 

challenges

“As many corner stores are independently owned, the quantity of fresh produce necessary for purchase and distribution 

in an individual store does not often meet minimum standards for wholesale deliveries.”
American University Evaluation of DCCK Healthy Corners (2018)

“I offer more fruits and vegetables in the winter, but never in the summer. It is just too hot out and I am afraid of 

everything rotting if I leave it out on the shelf.”
Boston Corner Store Owner

“People need to realize that this has to be more of a business development project than a public health project. 

A lot of store owners don’t have a business or marketing plan and have no way of tracking what inventory is coming in 

and going out… they need a consultant who will teach them how to market the produce and make it look good.”
Healthy Corner Store Network Coordinator

“Store owner engagement is the most important piece. They have to be bought in and ready to go through the 

process of adjusting their orders over time… we typically see a store have to lose money for 30 days, break 

even after 60 days, and then profit after 90 days.”
Healthy Corner Store Network Coordinator

“Being a smaller business, corner stores have a lot higher costs [than grocery stores] due to the fact that they make 

smaller purchases. Some will still go to grocery stores to buy their items, so they’re buying a product that 

already has a markup and then are marking it up more.”
Healthy Corner Store Network Coordinator
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In DC, one organization is addressing these issues with technical support 

and aggregate purchasing, but still faces challenges from owner buy-in

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T S M A L L - S C A L E  R E T A I L

DCCK has introduced a successful model for 

onboarding and supporting healthy corner stores

But despite this large impact, operational and pricing 

challenges still exist due to variable owner buy-in

Source: American University Department of Health Studies Program Evaluation (2018 and 2020); DC Central Kitchen Website; Interviews with healthy corner store network coordinators 

• DC Central Kitchen has been building its healthy corner program 

since 2011 and has been a role model for similar programs 

across the country

• With 67 stores in its network, DCCK coordinates bulk ordering 

from a small group of distributors to unlock scale purchasing 

power and provide stores with lower wholesale prices

• They also provide robust business support with new product 

development (e.g., fresh-cut fruit), packaging development to 

reduce waste, training on produce handling, nutrition classes to 

increase demand, and personalized technical assistance

• In 2020, this support helped DCCK’s corner store network sell 

over 240,000 units of healthy snacks in neighborhoods with low 

access to grocery stores

• Despite personalized technical assistance, DCCK’s participating 

corner stores still have varying performance, with ~43% of 

stores reporting 0-5% waste and ~34% of stores reporting 

>20% waste

• Additionally, while bulk purchasing drives down wholesale prices, 

~27% of stores still do not comply with DCCK’s 50-80% 

markup limit on more than half of their products

“Participants believed that the prices of fresh fruit and vegetables are 

higher in corner stores compared to grocery stores; to them, it was 

more economical to travel further to a grocery store than to pay for 

the convenience of a corner store… While these stores cannot 

replace a full-scale grocery store, they can play an important 

supportive role in the community as a contributor to increased 

access to fresh fruit and vegetables.”
American University Evaluation of DCCK Healthy Corners (2018)
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As we know from DCCK’s SNAP matching program, though, a healthy 

corner store model has high potential when purchasing power is increased

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T S M A L L - S C A L E  R E T A I L

Source: Health Equity; Interviews with healthy corner store network coordinators

Program 

background

Results

• In October 2018, DCCK launched a SNAP matching program called “5-for-5,” focused on increasing shoppers’ 

purchasing power in 17 of their participating corner stores

• Under the program, customers who spent $5 with SNAP benefits in a store would receive a $5 coupon for the purchase 

of fresh produce

• Alongside the incentive rollout, Healthy Corners staff conducted several marketing campaigns and cooking 

demonstrations to drive demand, and “Store Champions” acted as greeters at select stores to inform shoppers about the 

program

288% more items of produce were sold from Oct. 2018 – Sept. 2019 compared to the previous year

77% of the ~58,000 distributed coupons were redeemed by shoppers

77% of shoppers became repeat customers, participating in the program more than once

66% of polled shoppers said that lower prices and specials would increase the likelihood of produce purchase
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One innovative distribution strategy to improve proximity and affordability 

has been mobile markets and pop-ups that don’t rely on retail storefronts

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T M O B I L E  M A R K E T S / P O P - U P S

Note: Retail prices recorded on 7/2/2021

Source: Community organization interviews; Organization websites and annual reports; Boston Mayor’s Office of Food Access; Retail store visits; Lit. search

• Fair Foods has been operating in Boston 

since 1988, helping to address both nutrition 

insecurity and food waste simultaneously

• Sourcing perfectly good wholesale products 

that that would otherwise go to the dump 

due to supply chain inefficiencies, Fair Foods 

sells generous bags of produce for $2

• With their network of trucks, the organization 

rescues as much as 5 million pounds of 

produce per year

• They currently distribute at over 20 

community sites across Boston, serving an 

estimated 8,000 to 10,000 families per week

• About Fresh’s Fresh Truck mobile market first rolled out in 2013 as a 

way to bring healthy food closer to communities, increase residents’ 

purchasing power, and celebrate food culture

• Compared to average grocery prices on 11 items that we surveyed in 

Dorchester, Fresh Truck had prices ~6% below chain grocery stores 

and ~32% below local grocery stores

• Fresh Truck currently has over 20 weekly stop locations and, as of 

2019, reaches over 10,000 households each year

• Aside from Fresh Truck, About Fresh subsidizes purchases with its 

Fresh Connect platform and has a direct-to-doorstep delivery program
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

4am-5am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5am-6am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6am-7am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7am-8am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8am-9am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9am-10am 1 2 1 1 1 0 0

10am-11am 1 2 3 3 1 2 0

11am-12pm 1 3 3 4 2 5 0

12pm-1pm 0 2 3 3 1 5 0

1pm-2pm 2 3 2 2 1 4 0

2pm-3pm 4 2 3 5 3 3 0

3pm-4pm 3 4 4 5 4 1 0

4pm-5pm 2 3 4 3 3 0 0

5pm-6pm 1 0 2 0 0 0 0

6pm-7pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7pm-8pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8pm-9pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9pm-10pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10pm-11pm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11pm-12am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Although these programs meet a crucial need, they have limited 

availability, with summer sites mainly open during work/commute hours

Note: Food access programs include Fair Foods sites and Fresh Truck sites; Other resources like Double Up Food Bucks participants and community fridges excluded; Only includes hours for summer 2021; Normal work/commute hours defined as 8am to 

6pm, Monday through Friday; Analysis only includes neighborhoods belonging to the city of Boston (Cambridge, Somerville, Brookline, etc. are excluded)

Source: Boston Mayor’s Office of Food Access (data pulled in June 2021); Program websites

Number of Fair Foods and Fresh Truck sites open each hour (summer only)

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T M O B I L E  M A R K E T S / P O P - U P S
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

4am-5am 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

5am-6am 1 1 2 2 1 0 0

6am-7am 3 3 4 4 3 2 2

7am-8am 3 3 4 5 3 4 2

8am-9am 9 13 10 10 8 5 2

9am-10am 22 31 24 28 20 12 2

10am-11am 38 47 45 50 40 21 3

11am-12pm 41 50 46 55 46 26 5

12pm-1pm 33 43 41 47 40 22 4

1pm-2pm 28 37 32 36 32 13 4

2pm-3pm 35 23 26 37 24 8 4

3pm-4pm 33 23 29 39 25 7 4

4pm-5pm 22 18 21 32 15 4 1

5pm-6pm 18 8 12 24 5 2 2

6pm-7pm 3 3 7 5 2 1 1

7pm-8pm 1 2 2 3 0 0 0

8pm-9pm 1 1 1 2 0 0 0

9pm-10pm 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

10pm-11pm 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

11pm-12am 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Even when other non-retail programs like food pantries are accounted for, 

only ~28% of sites are open outside of work/commute hours

Number of food access program sites open each hour (summer only)

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T M O B I L E  M A R K E T S / P O P - U P S

Note: Food access programs include Summer Meals, food pantries, soup kitchens, farmer’s markets, Fair Foods sites, and Fresh Truck sites; Other resources like Double Up Food Bucks participants and community fridges excluded; Only includes hours 

for summer 2021; Normal work/commute hours defined as 8am to 6pm, Monday through Friday; Analysis only includes neighborhoods belonging to the city of Boston (Cambridge, Somerville, Brookline, etc. are excluded)

Source: Boston Mayor’s Office of Food Access (data pulled in June 2021); Program websites
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Availability becomes an even bigger concern in snow or rain, when some 

programs close and the thought of waiting outdoors is too much to bear

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T M O B I L E  M A R K E T S / P O P - U P S

“Participants also shared their concerns around limited availability. Many discussed worries about 

the seasonal closings of the farmer's markets and reduced ability to access fresh fruits and 

vegetables, having a particular, negative impact on those with transportation challenges and those 

whom it may not be safe to travel in the pandemic.”
Equitable Boston Food Access Project

“I waited an hour in the cold for the food box, but as I made it to the front of the line, they ran out. 

The worker suggested I wait as they were hoping for another delivery in 1-2 hours. I couldn’t wait 

any longer, I was so, so cold.”
Community Member Commentary, Equitable Boston Food Access Project

Source: Boston Food Access Council 
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Additionally, while the mobile market model is an impactful source of 

community engagement, financial sustainability has yet to be proven

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T M O B I L E  M A R K E T S / P O P - U P S

Note: *While revenue is specific to Fresh Truck, expenses are inflated with the costs of other program operations (e.g., Fresh Connect, community engagement); Uses absolute revenue numbers and backs out expenses based on reported percentages

Source: About Fresh 2018 and 2019 annual reports; Community organization interviews

“There are a lot of inherent difficulties with a 

mobile market. You can’t store much food in 

the truck so your sales per hour are 

constrained and you don’t get the same 

efficiencies of scale as you do at a grocery 

store. Also, trucks break down and you 

have to fix or replace them every 5 years. 

Then when you layer on the insurance, 

personnel, time spent in traffic, and time 

loading at the warehouse, it’s very clear that 

the economics are broken.”
Josh Trautwein, About Fresh CEO
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Lastly, home delivery has emerged as a promising solution during the 

pandemic, but access is still limited by last-mile delivery fees

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T H O M E  D E L I V E R Y

With early usage of SNAP Online 

exceeding expectations, home 

delivery is emerging as a solution

But while home grocery delivery 

eliminates the proximity barrier for 

most, it does so at a cost

As a result, frequent use of home 

delivery can be inaccessible for 

income constrained households

Note: *SNAP Online just rolled out in most states in 2020; **Researchers surveyed local grocery stores using a market basket of 154 and adding delivery fees and 10% gratuity to delivery when applicable

Source: unBox SNAP Online Uptake Research Brief; Boston Food Access Council; Basketful; Grocery Dive; Consumers’ Checkbook (2018); Community member interviews

“While in theory, SNAP recipients have access to 

on-line shopping through corporate giants 

Amazon and WalMart, they are inaccessible to 

many for whom delivery is not available or is 

cost-prohibitive (e.g., $20 delivery fee) and with 

curbside pick up only available for those with a 

vehicle.”
Equitable Boston Food Ecosystem Project (2020)

Grocery cost per month for a family of four in Boston**

Grocer In-store cost Delivery cost

PriceRite

(Instacart)
$667

$865

(30% more)

Target (Shipt) $797
$886

(11% more)

Amazon Fresh n/a $1,000

Stop & Shop 

(Peapod)
$858

$1,068

(24% more)

Roche Bros. $953
$1,082

(14% more)

“I am usually doing bulk shopping on Instacart

once every 3-4 weeks. Then, when I run out of 

perishables, I go to Daily Table every two 

weeks or so… I don’t use Instacart for those 

trips because it will cost more and I don’t want 

to be the one to give a bad tip to the driver.”
Boston Shopper
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Similarly, low cost meal kit companies incur a large percentage of their 

costs during last-mile delivery, making meal prices inaccessible

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T H O M E  D E L I V E R Y

Even the most affordable meal kit services cannot 

provide a low enough price to beat average meal costs

As we know from major meal kit companies like 

HelloFresh, fulfillment costs are a primary cost driver

Source: Company websites; Feeding America; CapIQ; Industry expert interviews

$4.69 – 5.89 per serving, 

with $8.99 delivery fee

$4.99 per serving, 

with $8.99 delivery fee

Average meal cost of $4.32 

in Suffolk County (2019)

Fulfillment expenses 

include costs of picking 

and packaging, 

shipping, packaging 

materials, and 

payments for culinary 

teams and recipe cards
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The factors that make last-mile delivery expensive are difficult for large 

corporations, let alone community-based organizations, to overcome

S O L U T I O N  A S S E S S M E N T H O M E  D E L I V E R Y

The average cost of a last-mile delivery adds up to be ~$10, with popular estimates claiming 

that last-mile delivery can comprise up to 28-53% of a shipment’s total transport costs

Source: Industry expert interviews; Statista; Business Insider; Supply Chain Dive; OptimiRoute; Lit. search

Density: As products move down the 

supply chain, they typically lose freight 

density at each transfer. For example, 

when items are shipped in tightly-

packed pallets, you can spread the 

cost of transport over a large quantity 

of units. This density decreases as 

pallets are broken down into crates 

and crates are broken down into 

individual items for the last mile.

Routing: With a large number of stops 

in urban areas, route planning can get 

complex and lead to more out-of-route 

miles driven. When you then consider 

the lower gas mileage in cities, as well 

as the time spent on traffic, parking, 

and idling at lights, it is easy to see 

how deliveries can get more time-

consuming and expensive when going 

directly to customers.

Quality Control: Significant 

investments in packaging are needed 

to maintain the “cold chain” for 

groceries while they are in-route and 

sitting at customers’ doors. 
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End Distribution Model Boston Example

Addresses Barrier to Nutrition Security Ease of Reaching 

Financial SustainabilityPrice Proximity Availability

Full-Scale Grocery Low

Small-Scale Retail Medium

Mobile Markets / 

Pop-Ups 
Low

Home Delivery Medium

After evaluating these existing models, we believe that Boston still needs a 

solution that provides consistent access to affordable produce, sustainably

Note: Assesses price barrier based on whether food access solutions typically offer produce at prices below or above traditional grocery (full check and “X” respectively); Assesses proximity barrier based on whether there are multiple locations in low-

access neighborhoods (full check), single locations in multiple low-access neighborhoods (dotted check), or no locations in low-access neighborhoods (“X”); Assesses availability barrier based on whether solutions are typically open >8 hours a day and you 

can get food on your own time (full check), solutions are typically open >8 hours a day but you often have to work within scheduled windows (dotted check), or solutions are typically open <8 hours a day (“X”); Ease of reaching financial sustainability based 

on whether we have identified examples that are able to operate without charitable donations; Home Delivery assessment is currently limited to SNAP Online providers, as financial sustainability of local, discount players like Pico Market is unknown

Source: Internal analysis; Community organization interviews

Online
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Initiative Proposal
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Our proposal to fill the gaps: a hub delivery network for pre-ordered 

produce, distributed through existing community infrastructure

Taking inspiration from CSAs, community fridges, and the recent rollout of SNAP Online, our vision is to build a network of 

refrigerators at community centers and other convenient locations across Boston to bring nutritious foods close to home 

at prices people can afford.

Community members 

pre-order discounted bundles 

of fresh produce online for 

next-day delivery

1
Produce is packaged and 

distributed to central locations 

(community centers, schools, 

small businesses, etc.)

2
Community members 

arrive at any open hour to 

pick up their produce from a 

fridge near the front desk

3
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We believe this community-based hub delivery model has the potential to 

address the aforementioned barriers and enhance the broader ecosystem

Anticipated impact on nutrition security Commitments to the food access ecosystem

Price: Leveraging a low-cost operating model, we plan to 

pass savings on to customers in order to help them 

stretch their produce dollar.

Proximity: By building the fridge network within 

frequently-visited neighborhood locations, we will meet 

community members where they are and remove the 

burden of commuting for weekly restocks.

Availability: With fridges storing orders on-site, 

community members will have consistent access to

healthy produce on their own time, year-round.

Community: We commit to a process of community-

led design, hiring those with lived experience into 

leadership roles and prioritizing cultural relevancy.

Partnership: We aim to be a complement to the other 

initiatives mentioned in this report. By building a network 

of distribution partners, we hope to enhance not only our 

efforts, but those of the broader food access ecosystem.

Sustainability: We are committed to longevity. 

Using pre-orders to reduce the merchandising and 

spoilage costs present in traditional retail and hub delivery 

to reduce last-mile distribution costs, our goals is to build a 

model that will fund itself at scale.
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To expand on the potential for sustainability, the operational efficiencies of 

this model create a pathway to breakeven at affordable prices

Note: Breakeven analysis based on a bundle that we estimate can supply one week of produce for a 2-3 person household; Prices set with a 18% gross margin on average wholesale costs (vs. 33% for grocery); Analysis accounts for a Program Director 

making $40/hour, delivery drivers making $20/hour, capital costs of fridges and vans depreciated on a monthly basis, labor and gas costs that scale with sites and order sizes, electricity, marketing/admin, and spoilage

Source: Industry expert interviews; USDA Boston Terminal Prices (8/8/2020-8/7/2021); Lit. search; Internal financial analysis

Pre-order hub delivery presents a variety of 

opportunities for cost savings vs. other models

With prices set below grocery stores, we believe that 

breakeven can be achieved at ~40 hub locations

Advantage 

vs. brick-

and-mortar

Advantage 

vs. home 

delivery

• No labor hours spent on merchandising (e.g., setting up 

displays, restocking, culling damaged goods)

• No labor hours spent on front-end check-out

• Less shrinkage from theft

• Better demand planning to avoid inventory surplus

• Higher order density delivered per stop

• Greater route planning optimization, with less delivery 

stops and consistent driving paths

• Less time spent getting orders from car-to-door (e.g., no 

need to navigate apartment buildings)

• Less intensive packaging needed, as produce will be 

stored in a refrigerator on-site (e.g., no insulated boxes, 

dry ice, coolers)

• Less unsuccessful deliveries from theft and damages

• For reference, the Greater Boston area has more than 20 YMCAs and 

Boys & Girls Clubs, 26 public libraries, 125 public schools, ~480 corner 

stores, ~700 Christian churches, and over 3,500 small businesses in 

Main Streets districts
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With the massive adoption of online grocery shopping over the pandemic, 

this moment feels more appropriate than ever to pilot a pre-order solution

During COVID-19, the scale of online grocery ordering 

more than doubled and is likely here to stay

As SNAP Online rolls out to more retailers, we expect 

this trend to extend to income constrained shoppers

Note: The uptick in online grocery orders was mainly driven by the fear of contracting COVID, although over 40% of customers surveyed in May 2020 cited saving time and avoiding lines as the reasons they chose to shop online

Source: Brick Meets Click/Mercatus Grocery Shopping Survey; Grocery Dive

Feb. 

‘14

Agricultural Act of 

2014 mandates 

SNAP Online pilot

Jan. 

‘17

Initial pilot 

launch with 

seven retailers

Apr. 

‘19

Program available

for ShopRite, 

Amazon, and 

WalMart in NY

May 

‘20

USDA bumps 

approved 

states to 36

Apr. 

‘20

USDA bumps 

approved 

states to 16

Mar. 

‘20

First independent 

grocer goes 

live in AL

Dec. 

‘20

H-E-B expands 

SNAP payments 

chain-wide

Jan. 

‘21

Aldi and 

Instacart offer 

SNAP Online 

in 37 states

Feb. 

‘21

SNAP Online 

available in 46 

states and D.C.
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Additionally, recent initiatives have already shown the viability of hub 

pick-up models where residents access food from a community location

CSA Pick-Up Site

In an effort to maximize farm harvests and localize the supply 

chain, Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) programs, in 

which farms distribute subscription produce boxes at community 

locations, have already taken off in the Greater Boston area 

(30+ distribution sites)

Source: Community organization interviews; Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources; Eater.com; Roslindale Community Fridge website

In the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, outdoor 

community fridges began to appear around Boston as a 

form of mutual aid, with community members dropping off 

groceries and other household essentials for neighbors in need 

(15+ fridge sites)

Community Fridge
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In fact, About Fresh has already validated demand for pre-order and 

hub delivery of produce through their new Fresh Truck online market

Source: Community organization interviews; About Fresh website

About Fresh’s online market launched in early 2021 

as a pre-order option for pick-up at Fresh Truck stops

The program has already had impressive results in its 

first two quarters of operation

~2,900 orders picked up between January and August

~$50 average order size

~$145,000 in revenue generated
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We expect this solution to initially serve young, ALICE families facing 

barriers to nutrition security, but see it extending to other groups over time

Initial Population Served: Young, ALICE Parents Future Extensions:

• Age: 20-40 (average age of first-time mother in 

Suffolk County is 29)

• Household Income: $25,000-75,000 (based on 

living wages for single child households in 

Suffolk County)

• Suffolk Population: ~12,000 households*

Note: *Population size based on 2019 number of family households with children under 7, national ALICE percentages for single-mother households, and local ALICE percentages for other households; Population size is likely an underestimation, given 

that families tend to have large income constraints; **Specifically, residents said it was often or sometimes true that “the food we bought just didn’t last and we didn’t have money to get more”

Source: MassLive; MIT Living Wage Calculator; ACS 2019 1-Year Survey; United for ALICE; Boston Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (2015, 2017, 2019); Wisconsin Hope Lab; Community member interviews; Community organization interviews

• Traits:

– Tech-savvy and interested in trying new online and mobile services

– Works long hours and also faces time constraints from responsibilities at home

– Cares about cooking produce at home to allow their children to lead a healthy, 

active lifestyle

– Often looks for bargains on groceries and other household goods to manage 

their monthly budget and plan for the future

– Frequently visits family-friendly community locations like daycares, libraries, 

and YMCAs

• Older ALICE Adults

– 21.1% of Boston 

residents age 45-64 and 

13.6% of residents age 

65+ report experiences 

with food insecurity**

– Extending to this group 

may require changes to 

ordering method

• College Students

– As of 2017, ~51% of 

Boston 2-year college 

students experience 

food insecurity

– Extending to this group 

may require changes to 

product offerings
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Installing a fridge at partner locations

Building order-ahead software to allow consumers to 

purchase produce from fridges in advance

Handling delivery to / from fridge locations each day

We are raising $100k in funding to launch our initial pilot this spring

Success Metrics: We will measure the success of our pilot based upon the following metrics

The Ask: $100k to fund 6 months of capital/opex:The Plan: Launch pilot at 3-5 sites across Boston which will entail:

Purchasing fridges for pilot locations

Salary of a full-time pilot director to 

manage pilot operations

Operating costs related to food 

acquisition and delivery 

Pathway / assumptions to 

break-even profitability 

confirmed 

Successful pickup rate of 

orders placed

Repeat customers throughout 

duration of pilot

Pilot extension / renewal 

interest from pilot locations
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Please reach out anytime if you would like to support our work or get 

more information from our research on nutrition security in Boston

Varun NagarajanMaddie GrayNoah Lizerbram

• Corporate strategy and 

development experience 

within the financial services 

and asset management 

spaces (TIAA and Nuveen)

• Manufacturing and quality 

engineering experience in 

the pharmaceutical and 

automotive industries 

(Cummins and Patheon)

• Management consulting 

experience in topics ranging 

from grocery operations to 

acquisition due diligence 

and customer satisfaction 

(Bain & Co. and Endeavor)

Courtney Irwin

• Engineering design, 

logistics, and project 

management experience 

(Shell and Engineers 

Without Borders USA)

Connect with us at snappea.info@gmail.com

mailto:snappea.info@gmail.com

